Driving
!

GREATER
CONFIDENCE
AND CONSENSUS
AROUND
TRAFFIC SAFETY
DECISIONS

WHY IS BECOMING
DATA-DRIVEN SO DIFFICULT?
Missing or Unusable Data
When critical data types are siloed in disparate
systems, inconsistently formatted, or missing,
analysis suffers from the very start.

Problematic Tools
Over time, tools tend to accumulate, and those tools
tend to not work well with each other, are hard to
adopt, and are often under-maintained.

BUT, WHAT IF THERE WERE A
TRAFFIC SAFETY ANALYTICS
SOLUTION THAT COULD…
• Integrate, translate, and optimize all data
types in one platform?

Difficulty Disseminating Data
With problematic tools and data access limitations,
sharing data and insights with your broad group of
stakeholders is a struggle.

• Provide a suite of purpose-built apps, all
integrated, designed, and maintained for speed
and ease of use?

Gaps in Alignment on Safety Decisions

• Make data sharing easy via quick report
generators, customized stakeholder dashboards,
and public portals?

Without a single source of truth, safety teams
have a hard time prioritizing resource investments
to improve safety and gaps in awareness and
alignment around safety trends persist.

• Be configured for maximum speed and usability
and to unique agency needs by a team of
seasoned traffic safety data experts?

A SUITE OF PURPOSE-BUILT APPLICATIONS

EASY, CUSTOMIZED DATA DISSEMINATION

Becoming Data-driven is
Possible with Numetric

Numetric’s apps are made specifically to support the
functions of traffic safety professionals, including
management of the Safety Cycle. Easy to use and
adopt for all users, these apps enable faster, more
complete analysis that teams can stand behind.

Numetric’s apps let safety teams instantly create reports,
customized dashboards, and cloud-based portals for
stakeholders. These features free up resources from
request fulfillment, improve crash trend awareness, and
build confidence and alignment around safety decisions.

ANALYTICS APPLICATIONS
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PLATFORM FEATURES
AND BENEFITS:

CRASH

ENHANCE SEARCHABILITY

ENFORCE CONSISTENCY

ELEVATE PERFORMANCE

• Lookup values
• Data groupings
• Asset proximities
• Countermeasures

• X/Y and route/mile
• Municipality-geo
• Resolve contradictions

• Instantaneous analytics
• Ease of use
• Fully integrated visualizations
• Trustworthy analysis
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AN OFF-THE-SHELF PLATFORM CONFIGURED BY EXPERTS

CONNECTING AND INTEGRATING ALL DATA TYPES

In our cloud-based Traffic Safety Analytics Platform, our data
experts translate data to be human-readable, apply logic for
searchable transformations, and ensure that all data works
consistently together—creating an effortless, lightning-fast
search experience.

Numetric’s platform joins all data types—spatial,
relational, full text, time based, and others—for analysis
and visualization, eliminating time wasted manually
combining data and enabling endless new insights.

NUMETRIC’S SUITE OF PURPOSE-BUILT

Applications

Powered by the speed and usability of our Traffic Safety Analytics
Platform, Numetric’s applications let traffic safety professionals work
faster and smarter to provide critical insights throughout the Safety
Cycle, keep safety top of mind on all projects, and build consensus
with key stakeholders.

CITATION QUERY
Easily explore your citation data using full-text, attribute, or spatial
search in an intuitive GIS interface to see which road segments or
intersections are most prone to risky driver behavior. Use chart
analysis features to understand citation trends over time. Armed
with these insights, your agency is empowered to be more
data-driven in enforcing roadway safety.

NETWORK SCREENING
Know, in minutes, which road segments and intersections will benefit
most from safety improvement projects. This application lets you identify
your most crash-prone segments or intersections, based on the
attributes that matter most to you, and dig into the details of each
location via built-in crash details, Google Maps Street View, and
recommended countermeasures. Finally, you can generate a report in
seconds to share with your stakeholders.

SAFETY ANALYSIS
Diagnose the root causes of crashes on a given segment or intersection,
receive intelligent countermeasure recommendations, and calculate the
benefit-cost ratio of each countermeasure—in a matter of minutes. Once
analysis is complete, the app lets you generate a Safety Report as a
shareable PDF, making it easy for your team to consider safety at every
stage of every project and maximize your safety ROI.

ASSET QUERY
Search and filter through your asset data, in real time, using
intuitive full-text, attribute, or spatial search features and filtering
by hundreds of attributes in a GIS interface. Understand the
context behind your assets like never before with rich details and
Google Maps Street View available right in the app.

PROJECT DESIGN
Easily generate cost estimates for safety-related mill-and-fill
projects by quickly reviewing roadway attributes on any segment,
building custom quotes, and automatically calculating other costs,
like engineering, traffic control, mobilization, and inflation.

CRASH QUERY

WORKBOOKS

Effortlessly search your crash data by hundreds of attributes—
using full-text, attribute, spatial, and route search—in an intuitive
GIS interface, so you can instantly understand where and why
crashes are occurring. Crash Query also generates Crash Reports
as shareable PDFs so you can easily share your findings with your
stakeholders.

Create customizable reports and dashboards and share them with
anyone, inside or outside your organization, thanks to the
Workbooks application. In these reports and dashboards, users can
explore and understand traffic safety data on their own, building
agency consensus around resource investment decisions and
alleviating the burden of data requests on traffic safety
professionals.

“Numetric gets everyone focused
around the same data so we can solve
the same problems together.”
ROBERT MILES
         
    

“Using Numetric means I can quickly
pull these numbers and dive deep
enough to get a real picture of what's
happening. The platform helps me not
only see the data, but act on it.”
JOSEPH WEISS

“The Numetric platform is helping
us close communication gaps. We
are able to see data and streamline
the quality control process.”
GORO SULJOADIKUSUMO
   
    

      
    
       

To learn how your organization can become truly
data-driven in turning safety funds into saved lives,
request a demo at numetric.com.

